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The Far Cry 3 Engine Shaders 1, 2, 3 - FarCry3EngineShaders As I pointed before, I am stumped... At the
moment it is just "realistic shadows" but if anyone here has some bright ideas I would appreciate them. A:
1. update to latest version of the game 2. remove all other files(DLLs) in the game's folder, to be safe 3.

extract d3dx10.dll from the original game files and copy it to the game's folder. 4. look for the basic model
file(.mdl) in the game's folder and copy it to the game's folder I have not found any alternate files in

d3dx10 folder except.mesh. 5. close reShade 6. run the game 7. close game 8. open ReShade and re-select
the main texture file(.dds) 9. load the game Slovenia's Sanader resigns after wiretap scandal Published

duration 11 February 2012 image copyright AFP image caption Tico Sanader faces an investigation into
allegedly receiving illegal EU funding The first former prime minister to be charged with corruption says

he will resign to prevent his career from being tarnished. Tudjman's resignation comes after an
investigation into a fraud case involving EU grants. Tudjman was questioned in June last year over a far-

reaching affair in which former prime minister Alija Izetbegovic was secretly filmed carrying out a crime.
He is accused of taking EU funding meant to cover the reconstruction of war damage. Slovenia had been
considering a judicial reform package but the plans are in jeopardy now the prime minister has resigned.
Tudjman, 63, faces several charges of attempted fraud relating to EU funds. He denies the accusations.

'Difficult decisions' Tudjman's resignation has the backing of the Slovenian opposition, with their parties
forming a governing coalition. "To the citizens I say: do not be mistaken and do not make it into a farce,"

the resigned prime minister said. He said he would face a trial in June. He has been under investigation for
a year and a half, and Slovenian media have reported that his wife is being investigated for tax fraud. The

scandal was thought to have taken months 3da54e8ca3
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